Vietnam vets face neglect, unemployment
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set of touch with the people they represent.

Kerry then listed the various issues facing the veterans that he returns -- the drug abuse, the many contractors while in Vietnam, the treatment from the federal government, the rising unemployment rates for veterans (19.8%-25% for minority vets, 15%-17% overall), and the need to get on to call for a greater amount of dedication on the part of the American people.

Specifically, he called for an end to the raging war that effects not just the people of Vietnam, but the US as well.

He stated that he would most likely endorse either Senator Mark Hatfield or Senator George McGovern, or New York Mayor Lindsay, all presidential hopefuls, for the upcoming Democratic Party nomination for the presidency.

With his speech dealing primarily with currently "hot" political issues, questions from the audience explored whether he may indeed consider seeking the office in the near future.
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